Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) trained on samples of traditionally simulated collider events have been proposed as a way of generating larger simulated datasets at a reduced computational cost. In this paper we present an argument cautioning against the usage of this method to meet the simulation requirements of an experiment, namely that data generated by a GAN cannot statistically be better than the data it was trained on.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical inference in modern high energy experiments is typically done by comparing experimentally recorded data against simulated data corresponding to different theory models and parameters. In order to tap into the full statistical sensitivity offered by the experimental data, the simulated datasets need to keep up in volume to the real datasets, at least up to the same order of magnitude, and preferably beyond. This, coupled with the fact that Monte Carlo (MC) event generation, at least presently, is computationally expensive, poses an immense challenge to the high energy community in terms of available computational resources [1] [2] [3] [4] . This problem will only be exacerbated at upcoming big-data experiments like the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider [5] .
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [6] represent a class of machine learning (ML) models under which a generative network is trained to produce data that is statistically similar to a sample of training data. In the last few years, GANs and a few of their variants have been explored as tools to accelerate event generation 1 in high energy physics . The idea is to a) train a GAN on data simulated using the available, slow, MC event generator, and b) use the trained GAN to generate additional, statistically similar, data.
GANs can be several orders of magnitude faster than the event generators they are trying to mimic, and this speed-up can potentially be leveraged to bring down the overall computational cost of the data generation process . Additionally, by combining several event generation stages together and directly generating high-level features on which analyses will be performed, GANs can also potentially reduce the MC disk space requirements [27] . Note that the training data still needs to be generated using the non-GAN MC generator. Consequently, in order to actually exploit the advantages offered by a 1 Unless specified otherwise, in what follows we shall take "event generation" to mean the complete simulation chain in high energy physics [7] , including the stages of parton-level event generation, fragmentation and hadronization, detector simulation and object reconstruction.
GAN, its training dataset needs to be much smaller than the number of simulated events required by the analysis.
There are several works in the literature that propose to replace specific steps of the high energy MC generation pipeline with GANs. For example, the usage of GANs to only perform detector/calorimeter simulation was explored in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The use of GANs for simulating the underlying hard process was considered in [22] [23] [24] , while the use of GANs for pileup description was explored in [25, 26] . Recent works have also explored the idea of replacing the entire reconstructed-event generation pipeline with a GAN [21, 22, 25, [27] [28] [29] [30] . Each of these applications of GANs would differ in the nature of the training data used.
In this paper, we present an argument cautioning against the usage of GANs to meet the simulation requirements of an analysis. The basic idea is that any feature that cannot be resolved using the training data cannot be extrapolated from the training data. As an analogy, if a grainy, low-resolution CCTV image is sufficient to identify a person on the image, then one can trust a software enhancement [31] that reduces the noise and increases the image-resolution to reveal the person's face more clearly. On the other hand, if the low-res image is consistent with two or more people, even after taking all the available information in the raw image file and noise models into account, then one cannot resolve the ambiguity through software enhancement. The very fact that there are multiple potential matches at the low-res level implies that one can create plausible image-enhancers which can make the synthetic high-res image point to any of the potential matches.
Since a) the justification for leveraging a GAN for speed-up is that the training dataset, by itself, is not large enough to meet the simulation requirements, and b) GANs only extrapolate from the training dataset, we claim that GANs cannot be used to speed-up any sequence of steps of the event generation pipeline which is a bottleneck on the overall uncertainty from the MC dataset. In the rest of this paper, we present this argument carefully, and provide some caveats to the argument for the sake of precision and clarity.
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II. THE ARGUMENT Here we lay out the argument against using GANgenerated events to meet the simulation requirements of an analysis. Throughout this paper, the term "true simulator/generator" will refer to the simulator used to produce the true simulation data the GAN will be trained on, regardless of the event generation stage under consideration.
In this section, we will consider the case where a GAN is used to circumvent the entire event generation pipeline (either up to the full event description or the reconstructed event description in terms of high-level objects). In section III, we will discuss the applicability of GANs to replace specific steps of the pipeline. To avoid possible misinterpretation of the argument, let us set the stage as follows:
• To be maximally conservative, let us assume that there are no deficiencies in the training of a GAN, and that data generated by the GAN agrees with the data it was trained on, on every conceivable distribution, up to statistical fluctuations. Note that this is an idealized situation which actually bolsters the case for GANs.
• We will not make any assumptions about the region of phase-space in which GANs will be used to provide additional simulated data. In other words, our argument holds regardless of whether the GAN will be used to sample events from the "bulk" of a distribution (well represented in the training data) or the "tail" of a distribution (poorly represented in the training data).
• We will assume that the volume of simulated data the GAN was trained on is, by itself, not sufficient for the desired sensitivity of an experiment, say, either a) to the presence of a signal and/or b) to the value of a parameter. This is fair, considering that if the training data was, by itself, sufficient, one would not need any additional GAN-generated data in the first place.
The key observation is that a GAN does not learn to mimic the true event generator, but rather learns to mimic the data it was trained on. In other words, a larger GAN-generated dataset is not guaranteed to agree with the underlying "true distribution" from which the training data was sampled, and could potentially correspond to any of the different underlying models (parameter values) compatible with the training data. This implies that the model (parameter) discriminating power of analyses cannot be improved by augmenting the true simulated data with additional GAN-generated data.
A useful picture here is the following: Let us say an analysis calls for 10,000 random numbers drawn from some true distribution. One cannot simply sample 1,000 gives the total uncertainty of the true simulation (the GAN simulation), with the corresponding statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. We assume that the GAN is trained on a sample of Ntrain events, and as a result, the GAN-generated data inherits the total uncertainty from the training sample as depicted by the symbol. For concreteness, the blue curves correspond to purely GAN-generated data, and not GAN-augmented data.
data points from this distribution, estimate the underlying density from those 1,000 points (analogous to fitting a curve to the histogram), and sample the remaining 9,000 data points from the estimated density (the fitted curve). The 10,000 data points thus produced are not an adequate substitute for 10,000 data points sampled from the true distribution, despite leading to comparably smooth looking plots.
In technical terms, the statistical uncertainties in the true-simulated training data (depicted by the green dashed line in figure 1 ) are inherited by GAN-generated data as systematic uncertainties (the blue dotted line in figure 1 ). This is because the specific realization of the training data can be thought of as a probabilistic nuisance parameter in the generative model of the trained GAN. Additionally, the systematic uncertainties of the GAN-generated data will contain the systematic uncertainties in the training data (the red dotted line) and the ML training related uncertainties (which we are neglecting here). Since systematic uncertainties do not reduce with increasing sample size, a GAN cannot be used to beat down the statistical uncertainties in the data it was trained on-note how the solid blue line in figure 1 representing the total GAN uncertainty asymptotes not to the asymptotic value of the total true simulation uncertainty, but only to the value corresponding to the finite fixed number N train of training events.
By statistical and systematic "uncertainties in/from/of simulated data", we mean the uncertainties in a particular analysis caused, respectively, by the limited statistics of the simulated data and the uncertainties in the generative model. Note that experiments usually include all uncertainties from simulated data under systematic uncertainties, with the label "statistical uncertainties" in the experimental results being reserved for statistical uncertainties from real experimental data.
III. CAVEATS
We present the following caveats to our argument, both for the sake of precision and to clarify our position on the usage on GANs in high energy physics:
• The event generation and reconstruction pipeline employed in high energy physics is a complex one, and addressing the challenge from limited computational resources will require a multifaceted effort. We believe that ML-based generation approaches [32] , including GANs, could play a role in the eventual solution.
A specific sequence of steps in the event simulation process could very well be accelerated using GANs, as long as a) the sequence in question is not a major bottleneck on the overall uncertainty from the simulated dataset and b) the trade-off between accuracy and speed is acknowledged .
-For example, conditional-GANs could potentially be used to model the response of a detector to an incident particle of, say, a given identity, energy, and momentum, as shown in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . But this would be inappropriate if, for instance, one of the reasons for the analysis to need more simulated events is to estimate the frequency of rare detector-induced fakes. -Similarly, GANs could potentially be used to replace the underlying hard-scattering simulation, unless the reason for needing more events is to pickup subtle higher-order effects or improve the resolution of an underlying theory parameter (at the parton level), as is often the case. -Another example in the literature is the usage of GANs for pileup description [25, 26] , where a GAN is to be trained to generate minimumbias events. This could be appropriate in situations when simply resampling 2 from an existing library of minimum-bias events (used as GAN training data) is sufficient for the purposes of the analysis.
In all these cases, while the GAN will not be a statistically equivalent substitute for the corresponding true generator, it could potentially offer a better trade-off between accuracy and computational/storage resources than other available fastsimulators. It goes without saying that even when a particular application of GAN is valid under this consideration, one still needs to estimate the systematic uncertainties in the GAN-generated data (including ML training related uncertainties) in the context of the particular analysis at hand [33] .
The goal of this paper is not to discourage research on the application of GANs, but to present a consideration that could affect the applicability of GANs for different purposes within high energy physics. An evaluation of all the proposed applications of GANs in the high energy literature from this point of view is, however, beyond the scope of this work.
• Note that it is likely that a given analysis is not optimal in its usage of the simulated events. In that case, a GAN could potentially tap into the highdimensional information contained in the simulated training sample in a more optimal way, and provide a robust larger dataset to the suboptimal analysis.
However, without an estimate of this robustness, one will be forced to include the statistical uncertainty of the training sample as part of the systematic uncertainty of the GAN-generated sample, as explained in the previous section. Note that the goal of analyses is to reduce the reported uncertainty on measurements or the reported upperlimits on signal cross-sections, and not some hypothetical and intangible measures of sensitivity.
We presently do not see any way of estimating the robustness of GAN-generated data, without actually producing a larger validation dataset (which, of course, would defeat the purpose of using GANs for speedup). Nevertheless, we leave to the individual practitioners the onus of forecasting the robustness of a GAN-generated dataset larger than the dataset it was trained on, for use in a particular analysis.
• We would like to point out that our argument is not pertinent to parton-level ML-based generative approaches which learn directly from an oracle which can be queried for the underlying true distribution (matrix-element), instead of learning from data generated under that distribution [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
Our argument also does not affect the usage of GANs in situations where a GAN-generated dataset will not be used to yield additional sensitivity in a given analysis. For example, where appropriate, a GAN could be used as a substitute for event resampling techniques like bootstrapping and jackknifing, albeit a more complicated one. Other possible applications include the use of GANs for unfolding [41, 42] , denoising [43] , event subtraction [44] , and model building [45] .
Finally, we would like to mention that our argument could potentially affect the application of GANs for simulations outside high energy physics as well [46] [47] [48] [49] .
